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The Wayak Spa Taps Ancient Mayan Traditions While
Celebrating Latest Techniques and Innovations
The Wayak Spa at the Viceroy Riviera Maya was inspired by the traditions of the
ancient Mayans of the region. The coast here, with its rich sea life and vast expanse
of tropical forest, is a treasure trove of natural marine and herbal curatives and
healers that the Mayans tapped to regenerate energy and restore life forces. The
exclusive rituals and treatments of Mayan Traditions, the spa’s signature
collection found only at the Viceroy Riviera Maya, adopt traditional Mayan healing
techniques and botanicals as well as such unique indigenous products as honey
from the tiny, stingless meliponas bees (the Viceroy Riviera Maya is the only resort
with its own meliponas hive).
At the same time, the Wayak Spa
celebrates the latest spa techniques
and today’s innovations with special
treatment collections and programs
of revitalization and rejuvenation. The
new Skin-Care Collection and Body
Treatments menus feature leading
product lines of today:
Valmont,
Swiss skin-care products that meld
medical expertise with haute couture,
and Decleor, a leader for 35 years in
cosmetic aromatherapy. The Viceroy
Signature Experiences collection
brings breakthrough therapies from around the
world to the Riviera Maya. Guests May also choose from a diverse Massage
Collection, a Detox Your Body Program with air-, water- and fire-based
treatments, private and group Yoga classes, and Beauty Services such as
manicures, pedicures and nail polishing.
Nestled in a lush tropical forest ambiance at the center of the resort, the Wayak
Spa is designed in a circular configuration echoing the holistic philosophy of the
Mayans that guides the spa experience. Subtly lit and scented with copal, it houses
a domed herbal steam room that is a Mayan version of a Turkish hammam, a cool
marble whirlpool, showers of variable pressures, an outdoor ‘Moon’ shower, and His
and Her quiet areas for reflection and meditation.
Three original and inimitable treatment rooms channel the Mayan philosophy and
the tropical ambience:





Jungle Spa Suite for two with a splashing waterfall and located adjacent a
cenote, a submerged fresh-water pool considered sacred by the Mayans.
Outdoor Rain Room for treatments that
encompass water therapy.
Fertility Spa Suite in a rustic jungle cabin
for couples’ treatments.

Additional facilities include three treatment
rooms for individuals, a Couple’s Suite, a
traditional Temazcal steamhouse and an
oceanside palapa for yoga and other classes.
Spa Hours: 10:00 a.m. – 8:00 p.m. daily
Mayan Traditions:
 Xaman Ek: South Star Fertility Treatment, a couples massage using an
exclusive “love oil” to balance the chakras and reorder energy.
 Hunan Kab: Sweet Honey and Rain, a massage performed in jungle rain cabana
with herbal bouquets, nurturing compresses and wild honey water drops.
 Poesia Del Mar: Poetry from the Ocean, an ocean-inspired massage that
induces deep relaxation by focusing awareness on the elements.
 Wayak Ritual: Ancient Mayan Massage, a body-realigning massage using a
“manteada” blanket stretch while cleansing your energy with special herbs.
 Twilight Last Gleaming: an exceptionally therapeutic massage incorporating
ancient traditions, a ‘manteada’ blanket stretch, healing herbs and volcanic clay.
 Kuxtal: Mayan Bath, created for royalty, combines a steam room with intense
exfoliation using ancient indigenous techniques and milk, honey and herbs.
 Temazcal: a traditional Aztec steamhouse, symbolic of Mother Nature’s womb,
where ceremonies using healing herbs purify body and spirit.
 Mayan Kamnikte Ceremony: a traditional Mayan purification and blessing
ceremony performed by the spa’s shaman.
Skin-Care Collection:
 Pure Radiance: Aromatherapy Decleor, a customized, deep cleansing
facial incorporating a back ritual and hand-blended purification masque.
 Discovery Valmont, a therapeutic, hydrating facial with a cream renewing
pack to provide hydration, oxygenation, nutrition and repair to skin.
 Gentleman’s Quay, a restorer of skin well-being based on cucumber, aloe
vera, juniper, sandalwood and white tea.
Body Treatments:
 Riviera Maya Body Ritual, combining a gentle exfoliation ritual with fruit
seeds, spices and essential oils with a ritualized balm massage.
 Melt into Your Body Ritual, a deeply relaxing, tension-eliminating
signature massage using an aromatic body balm from Decleor.
 Tropical Sparkling Memories, a gentle body exfoliation tapping the
powers of fruit flowers.
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Viceroy Signature Experiences:
 Iconic Facial, an anti-aging powerhouse facial featuring Swiss glacial
spring water, pure collagen, triple DNA and Valmont skin care.
 Earth and Air Ritual, an Amerindian-inspired ritual using incense, sage
and heated stones to cleanse the body and free you from negative energy.
 Black Lava, an exfoliating treatment inspired by the volcanoes of Sicily
highlighted by the use of minerals to nourish and enrich the skin.
 Viceroy Trilogy, a three-step massage voyage to remove energy and
emotion blockages that hinder your true self-expression.
For the full spa menu, got to: Wayak Spa Menu.
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